Ontario is home to world-class research hospitals that make Ontario Healthier, Wealthier, Smarter today.

Investing in health research will help build a Healthier, Wealthier, Smarter tomorrow.

Healthier

Driving the future of healthcare
- Conduct leading-edge research - discovered here, tested here, delivered here
- Provide access to the most specialized care for patients from across Ontario
- Discover better care, cures and treatments for the most pressing health challenges of today and tomorrow

Wealthier

Fueling the innovation engine
- Attract $1.4 billion in health research annually
- Commercialize discoveries, generate spin-off companies and partnerships, draw investment into Ontario
- Implement evidence-based care to reduce costs while improving quality
- Healthy ROI: $1 spent on hospital research generates $3 of economic output

Smarter

Growing the knowledge-based economy
- Attract, train and retain top researchers and specialists from Ontario and around the globe
- Support knowledge-based jobs – over 18,000 researchers and research staff
- Make healthcare smarter by spreading and implementing what works through the Adopting Research to Improve Care (ARTIC) Program
Ontario’s 24 Research Hospitals

CAH0 Hospitals’ Contribution to Ontario’s Health Research Enterprise

$1.4 Billion Total Investment in Health Research

18,000 Researchers and Research Staff

14% of research investment in CAH0 Hospitals is from private industry

60% of grants come from outside Ontario, generating jobs inside the province

3:1 Return on Investment

41,000 total jobs supported across Ontario by R&D investment in Ontario’s research hospitals

Intellectual Property disclosures made by Ontario’s research hospitals in 2015

Health research commercializations made by Ontario’s research hospitals in 2015
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